Generation of multiple pharmacophore hypotheses using multiobjective optimisation techniques.
Pharmacophore methods provide a way of establishing a structure activity relationship for a series of known active ligands. Often, there are several plausible hypotheses that could explain the same set of ligands and, in such cases, it is important that the chemist is presented with alternatives that can be tested with different synthetic compounds. Existing pharmacophore methods involve either generating an ensemble of conformers and considering each conformer of each ligand in turn or exploring conformational space on-the-fly. The ensemble methods tend to produce a large number of hypotheses and require considerable effort to analyse the results, whereas methods that vary conformation on-the-fly typically generate a single solution that represents one possible hypothesis, even though several might exist. We describe a new method for generating multiple pharmacophore hypotheses with full conformational flexibility being explored on-the-fly. The method is based on multiobjective evolutionary algorithm techniques and is designed to search for an ensemble of diverse yet plausible overlays which can then be presented to the chemist for further investigation.